The Great
Worlds’ Challenge

Corporate & Events

An event that will test
your team skills
to the max
If your company is looking for a staﬀ incentive and celebration,
then The Great Worlds’ Challenge is for you.
Each team visits five distinctive
worlds and must complete
various tasks and challenges
associated with that world.
A Finale Challenge will reveal
which team is worthy
of the title - The Great
Worlds’ Champion! It’s a perfect
event for large numbers.

Challenge Zones:
Lean World: It’s all about productivity, combined with efficiency… and knowing when to be creative.
6 Sigma World: Accuracy and skills are vital. Teams must be focused and ready.
Smart World: This zone requires intelligence and problem solving.
Can your teams rise to the challenge?
Communication World: A World like every other!
Teams need excellent planning and listening skills in order to succeed.
Continuous Improvement World: Plan, do, review! You have just enough time to do all three.
Finale Event: All you need is determination, a good sense of humour, and a little bit of luck!

Like what you see? Give us a try.
*The competitiveness and physical make-up of your group will determine the challenge level. Possible tasks range from low-impact team games to professional athlete-level challenges!
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Beneﬁts
✔
✔
✔
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Strong teamwork; communication, planning, strategy.
Situational leadership.
Trust and support.

Sample Itinerary
Meet and Greet
Event brief with team leaders
Teams rotate through each World
Everyone gathers in the Finale World
Finale event
Prize Giving

Fact File

Numbers: 70 plus
tion
Style: Fun Competi
Medium
Fitness level: Low /
urs
Duration: 3 – 3.5 ho
tate
Location: Kippure Es
or a Mobile event
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